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1. Introduction

It is well known that in Newtonian gravity free-falling frames are connected by the

Galilean symmetries which consist of (constant) time translations, spatial transla-

tions, spatial rotations and Galilean boosts. These Galilean boosts rotate space

into time but not the other way around since Newtonian time is absolute. In such

free-falling frames one does not experience any gravitational force. Such a force

is only felt in frames that are not free-falling. For instance, in a (non-rotating)

earth-based frame, that is in constant acceleration with respect to a free-falling

frame, one experiences a gravitational force that is described by the Newton po-

tential satisfying a Poisson equation. Of course, in a different frame than an earth-

based frame, one experiences a different gravitational force that, in principle, can

be calculated by relating that frame to a given earth-based or free-falling frame.

However, a truly frame-independent formulation of Newtonian gravity was never

given by Newton and his followers. The reason for this is that in order to give such

a frame-independent formulation one needs a piece of mathematics that was not

yet developed around that time. It was only in the middle of the 19th century that

Riemann developed the required tool that is now called Riemannian geometry.

When Einstein invented his General Relativity theory in 1915 he achieved two

things. First of all, he gave a description of gravity that is consistent with the the-

ory of Special Relativity that he had developed 10 years earlier, by relating inertial

frames to each other via the Poincaré transformations and by making use of the

geometry of spacetime to give a proper description of gravity. In this way he built
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in a delay effect that avoided the instantaneous action of Newton’s gravitational

force. But most importantly, and this took Einstein many years of hard work to

achieve, he presented his equations in a frame-independent way. For this, he needed

the Riemannian geometry mentioned above and communicated to him by his friend

Albert Grossmann. The Poincaré symmetries differ from the Galilean symmetries

only as far as the boosts are concerned. Unlike the Galilean boosts the Lorentzian

boosts rotate space into time and time into space: the concept of time is relative in

Einstein’s theory. Furthermore, to obtain a frame-independent formulation Einstein

introduced a symmetric tensor field to describe the gravitational force. This field re-

places the Newton potential and describes geometrical distances in the Riemannian

spacetime manifold.

It was only 8 years later that Élie Cartan did for Newtonian gravity what Ein-

stein had achieved for relativistic gravity. The formulation of Newtonian gravity

in an arbitrary frame goes under the name of Newton-Cartan (NC) gravity. This

NC gravity theory contains more fields that just the Newton potential. Locally, the

formulation given by Newton, with a Newton potential in an earth-based frame, can

easily be obtained from the general formulation by an appropriate gauge-fixing of

the gravitational fields such that one is left with the Newton potential as the only

non-zero field. The geometry Cartan was using is called NC geometry. This NC

geometry differs from the Riemannian geometry used by Einstein in the sense that

it has a degenerate metric and a unique foliation with an absolute time direction.

Given NC geometry and gravity the question arises: why should we study non-

relativistic gravity? There are two main reasons why NC gravity has received a new

appreciation in recent years. First of all, it arises in the context of the holographic

principle which states that all the information about a gravitational theory in a

given volume can be encoded by a different non-gravitational quantum field theory

that lives on the surface surrounding this volume. This holographic principle has

found a precise mathematical framework in string theory where it goes under the

name of the AdS/CFT correspondence. This is a special situation where the grav-

ity theory lives in a maximally symmetric spacetime with a negative cosmological

constant, namely an Anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime, and where the field theory is

a special so-called conformal field theory (CFT). In recent years much research has

been done on non-AdS and non-relativistic holography to understand the validity

and the basic principles underlying the holographic principle. One of the simplest

deviations of AdS, breaking the relativistic isometries, is a Lifshitz spacetime which

has less symmetries than AdS. Correspondingly, it has been found that at the field

theory side the relativistic scale invariance of the CFT is broken to a non-relativistic

scale invariance corresponding to a field theory that couples to an extension of NC

geometry with so-called ‘twistless torsion’1. Independently, NC geometry has re-

cently found applications in the condensed matter physics community. Here one

works with an Effective Field Theory (EFT) coupled to NC geometry to describe

non-perturbative features of models such as the fractional quantum Hall effect2,
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chiral superfluids and simple fluids. The coupling to NC gravity means that one

uses an arbitrary frame formulation in which general features are visible. One can

compare this with the Coriolis force that is not visible in a non-rotating earth-based

frame but can only be observed in a more general (rotating) frame.

Having the above motivation in mind we will first show in section 2 how NC

gravity can be obtained via a kind of gauging procedure from the centrally extended

Galilei algebra which is called the Bargmann algebra. In section 3, we will discuss

some recent results on matter couplings. Next, in section 4 we discuss NC gravity

with torsion while in section 5 we present a new model of gravity in three spacetime

dimensions, which we call Extended Bargmann Gravity (EBG). In section 6 we

show that this EBG model has matter couplings that differ from the usual matter

couplings that occur in NC gravity. Finally, in section 7 we discuss future directions.

2. Newton-Cartan from gauging Bargmann

Let us first remind ourselves how to obtain Einstein gravity via a kind of gauging

procedure from the Poincaré algebra. In General Relativity all free-falling frames

are connected by the following Poincaré symmetries:

• space-time translations : δxµ = ξµ ,

• Lorentz transformations : δxµ = λµ
ν x

ν .

In arbitrary frames the gravitational force is described by the metric field. Instead

of a metric, it is convenient to use an equivalent Vierbein formulation, with Vierbein

field Eµ
A (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3;A = 0, 1, 2, 3) since these Vierbeine are naturally related to

the gauge fields of Poincaré translations.

In the non-relativistic case all free-falling frames are connected by the Galilean

symmetries:

• time translations : δt = ξ0 ,

• space translations : δxi = ξi , i = 1, 2, 3 ,

• spatial rotations : δxi = λi
j x

j ,

• Galilean boosts : δxi = λit .

They are identical to the Poincaré symmetries except for the Galilean boosts which

differ from the Lorentzian boosts as we discussed in the Introduction.

It is important to distinguish Newtonian gravity from Newton-Cartan gravity.

Newtonian gravity is valid in frames of constant acceleration with respect to free-

falling frames and is described by a single Newton potential Φ(x). On the other

hand, Newton-Cartan gravity is valid in arbitrary frames and needs more fields

to describe the gravitational force. To be precise, the required fields are a so-

called temporal Vierbein τµ(x) and a spatial Vierbein eµ
a(x). Since these two fields

together form a 4 × 4 matrix {τµ, eµa} one would think that these fields suffice.

Surprisingly, one needs one more field to describe Newton-Cartan gravity, namely

a vector field mµ(x).
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One way to understand why this extra field is needed is to compare a freely

moving relativistic particle with its non-relativistic counterpart. On the one hand

a relativistic particle is described by the action

Srelativistic = −m

∫

dτ
√

−ηµν ẋµẋν µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 , (1)

where xµ(τ) are the embedding coordinates. Clearly, the Lagrangian corresponding

to this action is invariant under the Poincaré symmetries. On the other hand, a

non-relativistic particle is described by the action

Snon-relativistic =
m

2

∫

ẋiẋjδij

ṫ
dτ i = 1, 2, 3 . (2)

In this case the Lagrangian is not invariant under Galilean boosts. Instead, the

Lagrangian transforms with a total derivative as follows:

δL non-relativistic =
d

dτ
(mxiλj δij) . (3)

Although the action is invariant, the non-invariance of the Lagrangian leads to

modified Noether charges which induce a central extension of the underlying Galilei

algebra. One thus ends up with the Bargmann algebra where the gauge field of the

extra central charge transformation is the vector field mµ(x).

Before gauging the Bargmann algebra it is of interest to compare gaugings and

Inönü-Wigner contractions of algebras and taking the non-relativistic limit of grav-

ity. We have indicated the relations between these different manipulations below.

Poincaré ⊗ U(1)
‘gauging’
=⇒ General Relativity ⊗ U(1)

contraction ⇓ ⇓ non-relativistic limit

Bargmann
‘gauging’
=⇒ Newton-Cartan gravity

Fig 1. This Figure indicates the different relations between gaugings, contractions and non-

relativistic limits.

We see that, in order to obtain the Bargmann algebra from a contraction of the

Poincaré algebra we need first to extend the Poincaré algebra with an additional

U(1) generator, in order to account for the central charge generator which is present

in the Bargmann algebra on top of the usual Galilei generators. This suggests that

the non-relativistic limit of General Relativity can only be taken in the presence

of an additional vector field that corresponds to the extra U(1) generator. This

non-relativistic limit should mimic the Inönü-Wigner contraction of the algebra.

We now return to the gauging of the Bargman algebra3 which is based on

a similar gauging procedure developed in the supergravity community many years
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ago4. Our starting point is the set of commutation relations defining the Bargmann

algebra

[Jab, Pc] = −2δc[aPb] , [Jab, Gc] = −2δc[aGb] ,

[Ga, H ] = −Pa , [Ga, Pb] = −δabZ , a = 1, 2, . . . , d , (4)

where {H,Pa, Jab, Ga, Z} are the generators of time translations, space translations,

spatial rotations, Galilean boosts and central charge transformations, respectively.

In this gauging procedure we associate to every generator/symmetry a gauge field,

gauge parameters that are arbitrary functions of spacetime and covariant curvatures

as indicated in the table below.

symmetry generators gauge field parameters curvatures

time translations H τµ ζ(xν ) Rµν(H)

space translations P a eµ
a ζa(xν) Rµν

a(P )

Galilean boosts Ga ωµ
a λa(xν) Rµν

a(G)

spatial rotations Jab ωµ
ab λab(xν) Rµν

ab(J)

central charge transf. Z mµ σ(xν ) Rµν(Z)

Table 1. This table indicates for every symmetry the corresponding generators, gauge fields,

local gauge parameters and covariant curvatures.

From the Table we see that besides a timelike Vierbein τµ and a spatial Vierbein

eµ
a a there are two independent spin-connection fields {ωµ

ab , ωµ
a} of spatial rota-

tions and Galilean boosts, respectively, and a gauge field mµ for the central charge

transformations. Following General Relativity, in order to make the spin-connection

fields dependent we need to impose constraints on the curvatures. Unlike General

Relativity, the curvature Rµν(H) of time translations cannot play any role here

since that curvature does not contain any of the two spin-connections fields. At this

point the curvature Rµν(Z) of the central charge transformations comes to help

since that curvature does contain the spin-connection field of the Galilean boosts.

Independent of this we do set the curvature of time translations to zero since this

defines the foliation of spacetime. We thus arrive at the following set of curvature

aEven though these Vielbeine are not invertible, one can define projective inverses τµ, eµa via the
relations τµτµ = 1, τµeµa = 0, τµeµa = 0, eµaeµ

b = δba, e
µ
aeν

a = δ
µ
ν − τµτν .
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constraints:

Rµν
a(P ) = 0 , Rµν (Z) = 0 : solve for spin-connection fields (5)

Rµν(H) = ∂[µτν] = 0 → τµ = ∂µ τ : absolute time (‘zero torsion’) (6)

Rµν
ab(J) 6= 0 : un-constrained off-shell (7)

R0(a,b)(G) 6= 0 : un-constrained off-shell (8)

Note that the zero torsion constraint (7) allows us to solve for the timelike Vierbein

in terms of an arbitrary function τ(xν ) of the spacetime coordinates. Choosing

τ(xµ) = t defines the time-coordinate t to be the absolute time but there are other

choices possible as well.

Following the standard gauging procedure one ends up with three independent

gauge-fields {τµ, eµa,mµ} that transform under general coordinate transformations,

with parameters ξµ, as covariant vectors and under the other Bargmann symmetries

as follows:

δτµ = ξλ∂λτµ + ∂µξ
λτλ ,

δeµ
a = ξλ∂λeµ

a + ∂µξ
λeλ

a + λa
b eµ

b + λaτµ ,

δmµ = ξλ∂λmµ + ∂µξ
λmλ + ∂µσ + λa eµ

a .

(9)

Furthermore, one may define two Galilean-invariant metrics

τµν = τµτν , hµν = eµae
ν
b δ

ab ,

one in the time direction and a separate one in the spatial directions. Note that

the timelike metric is only defined with lower indices whereas the spatial metric is

only defined with upper indices. Without the central charge vector field it is not

possible to define a timelike metric with upper indices and a spatial metric with

lower indices that is invariant under Galilean boosts. Such unwanted variations can

only be canceled by adding mµ-dependent terms to these metrics.

Now that we have defined the symmetries of NC gravity in arbitrary frames

it is easy to switch between frames. For instance, to go from the general frame

formulation back to the free-falling frames only, one must impose the following

gauge-fixing conditions eliminating, locally, all gravitational fields:

τµ = δtµ , et
a = 0, ei

a = δai , mµ = 0 . (10)

This leads to the following non-relativistic Killing equations:

∂µξ
t = 0 , ∂tξ

i + λi = 0 ,

∂iξ
j + λj

i = 0 , ∂tσ = 0 , ∂iσ + λi = 0 ,
(11)

whose most general solution is given by the Galilean symmetries connecting free-

falling frames:

ξt(xµ) = ζ , ξi(xµ) = ξi − λi t− λi
j x

j , σ(xµ) = σ − λi xi . (12)
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Instead, one could also go from general frames to frames with constant acceleration.

In that case one has to impose less stringent gauge-fixing conditions in which the

Newton potential survives as one of the components of the gravitational fields.

This gauge-fixing automatically gives the correct transformation rule of the Newton

potential under the Bargmann symmetries.

So far, we have only defined the kinematics of NC gravity. To define the dy-

namics we need to impose equations of motion. For this purpose we introduce the

following equations:

τµeνaRµν
a(G) = 0 1 (13)

eνaRµν
ab(J) = 0 a+ (ab) , (14)

where we have indicated at the right the representations of spatial rotations to which

these equations belong. The first singlet equation reduces to the Poisson equation

for the Newton potential after gauge-fixing to frames with constant acceleration.

Note that, without the second equation, the first equation would not be invariant

under Galilean boosts. The number of equations is the same as in General Relativity

but the number of the independent fields is not the same. Therefore, there is no

obvious way to integrate the above NC equations of motion to an action.

3. Matter Coupled Newton-Cartan Gravity

One way to add matter to NC gravity is to start from the relativistic answer and take

the non-relativistic limit. In this way one obtains matter couplings from arbitrary

contracting backgrounds5.b As a bonus this also gives an elegant way to derive

non-relativistic field theories from relativistic ones. In the Figure below we have

indicated how this works for Klein-Gordon versus Schrödinger.

scalar + GR
‘limit’
=⇒ Schrödinger + NC

general frames ⇑ ⇓ free-falling frames

Klein-Gordon
?

=⇒ Schrödinger

Fig 2. This Figure indicates how to obtain Schrödinger coupled to NC gravity from Klein-

Gordon coupled to General Relativity by taking a non-relativistic limit. It also indicates how, as

a bonus, we can obtain pure Schrödinger from pure Klein-Gordon by switching between general

and free-falling frames.

We first define the non-relativistic limit of General Relativity without matter

by mimicking the Inönü-Wigner contraction of the corresponding algebra as much

as possible. This contraction works as follows6. Our starting point is the Poincaré

bFor another recent and related discussion, see7.
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algebra plus an additional U(1) generator Z that commutes with all the Poincaré

generators:
[

PA,MBC

]

= 2 ηA[B PC] ,
[

MAB,MCD

]

= 4 η[A[C MD]B] plus Z . (15)

Here {PA,MAB} are the generators of spacetime translations and Lorentz genera-

tors, respectively. Next, we decompose A = (0, a) and relate the Poincaré ⊗ U(1)

generators {P0, Pa,Ma0,Mab,Z} to the Bargmann generators {H,Pa, Ga, Jab, Z}
as follows:

P0 =
1

2ω
H + ω Z , Z =

1

2ω
H − ω Z , A = (0, a) , (16)

Pa = Pa , Mab = Jab , Ma0 = ωGa , (17)

where we have introduced a contraction parameter ω. In a second step, taking the

limit ω → ∞, we obtain the Bargmann algebra including the following commutator

containing the central charge generator Z:
[

Pa, Gb

]

= δab Z . (18)

Inspired by the above Inönü-Wigner contraction we now define the non-

relativistic limit of General Relativity as follows. We first introduce, on top of

the Vierbein field, a vector field Mµ with ∂[µMν] = 0. Next, we relate the rela-

tivistic gauge fields {Eµ
A,Mµ} to the non-relativistic gauge fields {τµ, eµa,mµ} as

follows:

Eµ
0 = ω τµ +

1

2ω
mµ , Mµ = ω τµ − 1

2ω
mµ , Eµ

a = eµ
a . (19)

This implies for the inverse Vierbein fields the following relation:

Eµ
a = eµa −

1

2ω2
τµeρamρ +O

(

ω−4
)

and similar for Eµ
0 . (20)

The definitions of the non-relativistic inverse fields {τµ, eµa} we have used here can

be found in3.

In a second step we now take the limit ω → ∞. In this way we obtain the

correct non-relativistic transformation rules (9) and the equations of motion (13).

Note that the standard textbooks on General Relativity usually go straight from

General Relativity to Newtonian gravity skipping the general frame formulation of

NC gravity.

As an example we consider a complex scalar of mass M with Lagrangian given

by

E−1 Lrel = −1

2
gµν DµΦ

∗DνΦ− M2

2
Φ∗Φ with (21)

DµΦ = ∂µΦ− iM Mµ Φ , δΦ = iM ΛΦ . (22)

In a free-falling frame this Lagrangian reduces to the standard Klein-Gordon La-

grangian. Note that Mµ is not an electromagnetic gauge field. The mass M is not
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equal to the electric charge q. Instead the gauge field Mµ couples to the current

expressing the conservation of # particles - # anti-particles.

We now take the non-relativistic limit of General Relativity as defined above

together with M = ωm ,Φ →
√

ω
m
φ. This leads us to the following Schrödinger

Lagrangian coupled to NC gravity:

e−1LSchrödinger =
[ i

2

(

Φ∗D̃0Φ− ΦD̃0Φ
∗
)

− 1

2m

∣

∣D̃aΦ
∣

∣

2
]

with (23)

D̃µΦ = ∂µΦ+ immµ Φ , δΦ = ξµ∂µΦ− imσΦ . (24)

In a free-falling frame this is the standard Schrödinger Lagrangian. Note that the

non-relativistic gauge field mµ couples to the current that expresses the conserva-

tion of # particles only. Intuitively, the extra vector gauge field takes care of the

infinities that occur if you switch between a Lagrangian with 2 time derivatives and

a Lagrangian with one time derivative.

4. Newton-Cartan Gravity with Torsion

When studying non-relativistic holography one of the simplest deviations from AdS

spacetime to consider is a Lifshitz spacetime which has non-relativistic Lifshitz

isometries8. The Lifshitz spacetime metric is given by

ds2 = −dt2

r2z
+

1

r2
(

dr2 + d~x2
)

.

Here z 6= 1 is the dynamical exponent that characterizes the anisotropic scaling

t → λzt and ~x → λ~x .

The special thing about this Lifshitz spacetime is that when one approaches the

boundary (r → ∞) the relativistic lightcone flattens out and becomes, assuming

that z > 1, a Galilean lightcone1. This is the reason that one finds at the boundary

a CFT coupled to a NC background geometry. In fact, one even finds an extended

NC geometry with a so-called twistless torsion1.

To clarify this extended NC geometry it is convenient to first adapt the so-

called conformal method9 to the non-relativistic case. The relativistic conformal

group is the Poincaré group extended with dilatations D and special conformal

transformations Kµ:

Conformal = Poincaré + D (dilatations) + Kµ (special conf. transf.) .

The (kinematics of the) corresponding conformal gravity theory can be obtained

by gauging the conformal algebra in the same way that the kinematics of General

Relativity can be obtained by gauging the Poincaré algebra. The gauge fields bµ of

dilatations and fµ
a of special conformal transformations are special in the sense that

bµ transforms as a shift under the special conformal transformations with parameter
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Λa
K(x) and fµ

a is a dependent gauge-field that can be expressed in terms of the

independent gauge fields eµ
a, bµ and the dependent spin-connection field ωµ

ab(e, b):

δbµ = Λa
K(x)eµ

a , fµ
a = fµ

a(e, ω, b) . (25)

It is well-known that in the relativistic case there is a relationship between a

Poincaré invariant and the CFT of a real scalar. This relationship goes both ways

which can be best explained at the hand of the specific example of the Einstein-

Hilbert action. Starting from the D-dimensional Poincaré invariant

e−1L =
1

κ2
R (26)

one can ‘zip it’ to a CFT of a real scalar in two steps. In a first step one writes the

Poincaré Vielbein (eµ
A)P as the product of a compensating scalar ϕ and a conformal

Vielbein (eµ
A)C as follows:

(eµ
A)P = κ

2

D−2 ϕ (eµ
A)C . (27)

The dilatations of the compensating scalar ϕ cancel the dilatations of the confor-

mal Vielbein such that the left-hand-side of the above equation is invariant under

dilatations. Next, in a second step one fixes the general coordinate transformations

and local dilatations to rigid conformal transformations by imposing the following

gauge-fixing condition:

(eµ
A)C = δµ

A . (28)

Upon making the redefinition (assuming D > 2)

ϕ = φ
2

D−2 (29)

one finally obtains the following CFT for the real scalar φ:

CFT : L = 4 D−1
D−2 φ�φ . (30)

The above procedure also works the other way around. Starting from the CFT

(30) one can ‘unzip’ it by two steps. First we couple the CFT to conformal gravity

by replacing the derivatives by conformal-covariant derivatives:

e−1L = 4 D−1
D−2 φ�

Cφ . (31)

In a second step one fixes the local dilatations by imposing the gauge-fixing condition

φ =
1

κ
, (32)

where κ is the gravitational coupling constant. Substituting this gauge condition

back into the Lagrangian (31) one re-obtains the Poincaré invariant (26).

We wish to extend the conformal method to the non-relativistic case. However,

we will not use the non-relativistic contraction of the conformal algebra which is

the Galilean Conformal Algebra (GCA). The reason for this is that the GCA does

not allow for a central extension that plays such an important role in the case of

the Bargmann algebra. Instead, we will use the so-called Schrödinger algebra which
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is somewhat smaller than the GCA but does allow a central extension. It is an

extension of the Bargmann algebra that is characterized by a dynamical exponent

z. For instance, we have the following commutators

[H,D] = zH , [Pa, D] = Pa , (33)

where D is the generator of dilatations, H of time translations and Pa of space

translations. For z = 2 the Schrödinger algebra is the Bargmann algebra extended

with dilatations D and a single special conformal transformation K:

z = 2 Schrödinger = Bargmann + D (dilatations) + K (special conf.) .

For z = 1 we obtain the relativistic conformal algebra and for z 6= 2 there are no

special conformal transformations.

The role of conformal gravity in the relativistic case is taken over by the so-called

Schrödinger gravity theory which can be obtained by gauging the z = 2 Schrödinger

algebra. We find that the independent gauge fields {τµ, eµa,mµ} transform as

follows:

δτµ = 2ΛDτµ ,

δeµ
a = Λa

b eµ
b + Λaτµ + ΛDeµ

a ,

δmµ = ∂µσ + Λa eµ
a .

The time projection τµbµ of bµ transforms under K as a a shift while the spatial

projection ba ≡ ea
µbµ is dependent:

ba (e, τ) = ea
µτν∂[µτν] . (34)

This expression is the solution of the following twistless torsionless or modified

foliation condition

∂[µτν] − 2b[µτν] = 0 . (35)

We are now able to apply the Schrödinger method, i.e. the non-relativistic analog

of the conformal method. The simplest case to consider is to ‘unzip’ the Schrödinger

action for a complex scalar Ψ in d spatial dimensions with dilatation weight w =

−d/2 and central charge weight M , i.e.

δΨ =
(

− d
2λD + iMσ

)

Ψ . (36)

The Schrödinger Field Theory (SFT) for such a complex scalar is given by the

Schrödinger action

SFT : S Schrödinger =

∫

dtddxΨ⋆
(

i∂0 − 1
2M ∂a∂a

)

Ψ . (37)

Unzipping the Schrödinger action leads to a Galilean invariant that has inconsistent

equations of motion by itself. This situation can be compared with the cosmological

constant in the relativistic case. As a separate Poincaré invariant the cosmological
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constant has inconsistent equations of motion but it can perfectly be added to the

Einstein-Hilbert action. The same applies to the Galilean invariant that corresponds

to the Schrödinger action. This invariant, whose explicit expression we refrain from

giving here, can be added to a higher-derivative action of the Hořava-Lifshitz type1.

Instead of considering these higher-derivative invariants, we will now show that

the Schrödinger method can also be applied at the level of the equations of motion.

To be specific, we will apply it to the NC equations of motion that cannot be

integrated to an action and we will show that the Schrödinger procedure naturally

gives rise to the equations of motion of NC gravity with twistless torsion. It is

convenient to first consider the case of zero torsion, i.e. ba = 0. The foliation

constraint and the equations of motion for this Galilean-invariant case are given by

(the index G denotes that we are dealing with the Galilean and not the Schrödinger

case)

foliation constraint : ∂µ(τν)
G − ∂ν(τµ)

G = 0 , (38)

E.O.M. : (τµ)G(eνa)
GRµν

a(G) = 0 , (39)

(eνa)
GRµν

ab(J) = 0 . (40)

Applying the Schrödinger method discussed above we now zip these equations to

the following SFT of a complex scalar Ψ = ϕeiχ:

SFT : ∂0∂0ϕ = 0 and ∂aϕ = 0 with w = 1 . (41)

Note that the SFT is defined in terms of equations of motion only and that the

scalar χ is absent implying that we do not break the central charge transforma-

tions. We observe that the first equation is not invariant under the Schrödinger

transformations by itself but that it transforms into the constraint ∂aϕ = 0. This

constraint is the zipped version of the foliation constraint (38).

We now consider the case with twistless torsion, i.e. ba 6= 0 and start from the

SFT side. It is clear that we cannot use the SFT given in (41) since the foliation

constraint has been changed and therefore the constraint ∂aϕ = 0 is no longer valid

anymore. In fact, the new foliation constraint, given in eq. (35), is invariant under

dilatations and therefore there is no zipped version of it, i.e. there is no constraint.

This means that the equation ∂0∂0φ = 0 is not invariant under the Schrödinger

transformations. To compensate for this lack of invariance the second scalar χ now

comes to our help. One can show that the following modified equation, with extra

terms containing the scalar χ defines a modified SFT′:

SFT′ : ∂0∂0ϕ− 2

M
(∂0∂aϕ)∂aχ+

1

M2
(∂a∂bϕ)∂aχ∂bχ = 0 . (42)

The advantage of the Schrödinger approach is that it is much easier to find the

answer in the zipped SFT version than in the unzipped Galilean invariant version.

Nevertheless, the answer in terms of the Galilean invariant equations of motion can
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be reconstructed by unzipping the SFT′ given above. Following the rules (coupling

to Schrödinger gravity and gauge-fixing) one finds the following answer10:

−△Φ+ τ̂µ∂µK +KabKab − 8Φ b · b− 2ΦD · b− 6 baDaΦ = 0 . (43)

plus

eνaRµν
ab(J) = 0 . (44)

Truncating to the case of zero torsion one re-obtains the equations of motion of

NC gravity (38). This finishes our discussion of NC gravity with twistless torsion.

5. Extended Bargmann Gravity

It is well-known that taking the limit of matter-coupled General Relativity in three

spacetime dimensions is special11. Consider, for instance, the action of General

Relativity plus a complex scalar in D dimensions:

S =

∫

dDx
√−g

{

1

κ2
R− 1

2
gµν DµΦ

∗DνΦ− M2

2
Φ∗Φ

}

. (45)

The equations of motion of the metric tensor corresponding to this action are given

by

Rµν = κ2

(

Tµν −
1

D − 2
gµνT

)

. (46)

Taking the non-relativistic limit in the equations of motion as before and, further-

more, rescaling the gravitational coupling constant κ with

κ2 → κ2/ω4 (47)

yields the following non-relativistic equations of motion

R0a
a(G) =

D − 3

D − 2
κ2ρ with ρ = mΦ∗Φ , (48)

Rµb
b
a(J) = 0 . (49)

For D = 4 the first equation, after gauge-fixing to a frame with constant accelera-

tion, leads to the expected Newton’s law

△Φ = 4πGN ρ (50)

but for D = 3 the source term vanishes.

Surprisingly, it turns out that there is a different way of taking the non-

relativistic limit that only works in D = 3 dimensions. The possibility of this
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limit is due to the fact that for D = 3 the Bargmann algebra allows for a second

central extension12:

Galilei
‘Mass’
=⇒ Bargmann

‘Spin’
=⇒ Extended Bargmann .

For a further discussion of this second central charge, see13–15. We will call the

Bargmann Algebra with this second central charge the Extended Bargmann Alge-

bra. Applying a gauging procedure on this Extended Bargmann algebra will lead

to the so-called Extended Bargmann Gravity (EBG) model. We will first construct

this EBG model and after that show how it can be obtained by defining a special

limit of 3D General Relativity, augmented with two Abelian gauge fields.

The space-time symmetry algebra of EBG consists of the generators of time

translations H , spatial translations Pa (with a = 1, 2), spatial rotations J , Galilean

boosts Ga, a central charge M , corresponding to particle mass as well as a second

central charge S 12–15. The generators H , Pa, J , Ga and M form the Bargmann

algebra and the inclusion of S leads to the Extended Bargmann Algebra whose

non-zero commutation relations are given by

[H,Ga] = −ǫabPb , [J,Ga] = −ǫabGb ,

[J, Pa] = −ǫabPb , [Ga, Gb] = ǫabS ,

[Ga, Pb] = ǫabM . (51)

Unlike the Bargmann algebra, the extended Bargmann algebra can be equipped

with a non-degenerate, invariant bilinear form or ‘trace’, given by16

< Ga, Pb >= δab , < H, S >=< M,J >= −1 . (52)

The action of EBG is given by the Chern-Simons action for the gauge algebra (51)

S =
k

4π

∫

< A ∧ dA+
2

3
A ∧ A ∧ A > , (53)

where k is the Chern-Simons coupling constant and the gauge field A = Aµdx
µ is

given by

Aµ = τµ H + eµ
a Pa + ωµ J + ωµ

a Ga +mµ M + sµ S . (54)

Explicitly, one finds the following action for EBG16c

S =
k

4π

∫

d3x
(

ǫµνρeµ
aRνρ(Ga)− ǫµνρmµRνρ(J)

− ǫµνρτµRνρ(S)
)

, (55)

cWe thank Diego Hofman for sharing with us the observation that a particular truncation of this
action is related to the lower-spin gravity action introduced in17.
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where here and in the following we have used the curvatures

Rµν(H) = 2∂[µτν] ,

Rµν(P
a) = 2∂[µeν]

a + 2ǫabω[µeν]b − 2ǫabω[µbτν] ,

Rµν(J) = 2∂[µων] ,

Rµν(G
a) = 2∂[µων]

a + 2ǫabω[µων]b ,

Rµν(M) = 2∂[µmν] + 2ǫabω[µaeν]b ,

Rµν(S) = 2∂[µsν] + ǫabω[µaων]b . (56)

These curvatures are covariant with respect to the local H , Pa, J , Ga, M and S

transformations of τµ, eµ
a, mµ, ωµ, ωµ

a and sµ, that are found from the gauge

algebra (51) following the usual rules of gauge theory. Note that the fields τµ, eµ
a,

ωµ, ωµ
a and mµ also appear in the formulation of NC gravity obtained by gauging

the Bargmann algebra. As in that case, τµ and eµ
a can be interpreted as Vielbeine

for two degenerate time-like and spatial metrics, respectively. The field sµ is not

present in NC gravity and is specific to EBG. We note that the equations of motion

for sµ, ωµ and ωµ
a lead to the curvature constraints

Rµν(H) = 0 , Rµν(P
a) = 0 , Rµν(Z) = 0 , (57)

that are usually imposed by hand in NC gravity. As in NC gravity, these equa-

tions imply that EBG is defined on non-relativistic space-times with torsionless NC

geometry. The first equation implies that the space-time can be foliated in an ab-

solute time direction, while the last two equations can be used to express ωµ and

ωµ
a in terms of τµ, eµ

a and mµ. Following NC gravity, ωµ and ωµ
a can be seen as

appropriate non-relativistic versions of the relativistic spin connection.

Having constructed the EBG model, we will now show how the EBG action

(55) can be obtained as the non-relativistic limit of a suitable extension of the

three-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert action. In order to show this, we extend the

procedure that allows one to obtain the equations of motion of NC gravity from

Einstein’s equations, that was discussed in the previous section. As a starting point,

we take the following Einstein-Hilbert action for the relativistic Vielbein Eµ
A and

spin connection Ωµ
AB, written as a Chern-Simons action, plus a Chern-Simons

action for two Abelian gauge fields Z1µ and Z2µ:

S =
kω

4π

∫

d3x
(

ǫµνρ Eµ
A Rνρ(JA) + 2 ǫµνρ Z1µ ∂νZ2ρ

)

, (58)

where the Riemann tensor Rµν(J
A) reads

Rµν(J
A) = 2∂[µΩν]

A − ǫABCΩ[µBΩν]C . (59)

Extending the particle-limit procedure of 6, mimicking the Inönü-Wigner con-

traction of the underlying Poincaré ⊗ U(1)2 gauge algebra, we express the rel-

ativistic gauge fields Eµ
A, Ωµ

A, Z1µ, Z2µ in terms of the non-relativistic fields
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τµ, eµ
a, ωµ

a, ωµ,mµ, sµ as follows:

Eµ
0 = ω τµ +

1

2ω
mµ , Z1µ = ω τµ − 1

2ω
mµ ,

Ωµ
0 = ωµ +

1

2ω2
sµ , Z2µ = ωµ − 1

2ω2
sµ ,

Eµ
a = eµ

a , Ωµ
a =

1

ω
ωµ

a . (60)

Using these expressions in the action (58) and taking the limit ω → ∞ d it is

straightforward to show that the EBG action (55) is obtained.

In the next section we will show that EBG and NC gravity are different theories

by comparing their coupling to matter.

6. Matter coupled Extended Bargman Gravity

Introducing matter couplings in EBG can be done by adding one of the matter

Lagrangians on arbitrary torsionless NC backgrounds constructed in5:

S =
k

4π

∫

d3x
(

ǫµνρeµ
aRνρ(Ga)− ǫµνρτµRνρ(S)

− ǫµνρmµRνρ(J)
)

+

∫

d3x eLm . (61)

Here e = det(τµ, eµ
a) denotes the volume element. Since any matter couplings to

the sµ gauge field change the foliation constraint Rµν(H) = 0, we do not consider

such couplings so that we can stay within the framework of torsionless NC geometry.

Defining the energy current tµ, the momentum current tµa and the particle

number current jµ by

tµ =
1

e

δ

δτµ
(eLm) , tµa =

1

e

δ

δeµa
(eLm) ,

jµ =
1

e

δ

δmµ

(eLm) , (62)

the equations of motion stemming from the action (61) take the form

e−1ǫµνρRνρ(S) =
4π

k
tµ , e−1ǫµνρRνρ(J) =

4π

k
jµ ,

e−1ǫµνρRνρ(Ga) = −4π

k
tµa . (63)

Since the curvatures in these equations obey Bianchi identities, the currents obey

various identities for consistency. We distinguish between Bianchi identities ‘of the

dThis limit is well-defined. The term −2 ǫµνρEµ
0 ∂νΩρ

0 leads to a potentially diverging
−2ω2 ǫµνρτµ ∂νωρ term, but this term gets cancelled by a contribution coming from the term
2 ǫµνρ Z1µ ∂νZ2ρ that we added to the Einstein-Hilbert action.
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first kind’ and ‘of the second kind’. The identities of the first kind follow from the

fact that the equations

Rµν(P
a) = 0 , Rµν(Z) = 0 (64)

are identically satisfied, once one views the spin connections ωµ and ωµ
a as depen-

dent on τµ, eµ
a and mµ. Substituting equations (64) into the Bianchi identities

D[µRνρ](P
a) = 0 and D[µRνρ](Z) = 0 leads to the following Bianchi identities of

the first kind:

R[µν(J) eρ]
a = R[µν(G

a) τρ] , ǫabR[µν(Ga) eρ]b = 0 . (65)

The remaining Bianchi identities, called of the second kind, are not algebraic in the

curvatures and are given by

D[µRνρ](G
a) = 0 , ∂[µRνρ](J) = 0 , D[µRνρ](S) = 0 . (66)

Combining the equations of motion (63) with the Bianchi identities of the first kind

(65) leads to the following algebraic consistency conditions

eµ
ajµ = −τµt

µ
a , eµ

[at|µ|b] = 0 . (67)

The Bianchi identities of the second kind on the other hand lead to the following

current conservation conditions:

Dµt
µ = 0 , Dµt

µ
a = 0 , Dµj

µ = 0 . (68)

The EBG equations of motion (63) are strikingly different from the NC gravity

ones. Using the following identity between the Riemann tensor and the curvatures

R(J) and R(G)

Rσ
ρµν = ǫabRµν(J)e

σ
aeρb − ǫabRµν(Gb)e

σ
aτρ (69)

it follows from the equations of motion (63) that the purely time-like component

of the Ricci tensor Rµν = Rρ
µρν is given by τµτνRµν ∝ eµ

a tµa. This is unlike

NC gravity, where one rather has τµτνRµν ∝ j0 e. Furthermore, in NC gravity

only this purely time-like component of the Ricci tensor is non-zero. This is in

contrast with EBG where matter sources all components of the Riemann tensor.

As a result, three-dimensional EBG admits backgrounds with non-trivial curvature

whenever matter is present.

eIt is instructive to consider this difference in the example of a massive complex Schrödinger
field Φ, whose action can be found in5. In that case one finds for EBG that τµτνRµν =
− 2πi

k
(Φ∗D0Φ− ΦD0Φ∗) while the case of NC gravity leads to τµτνRµν ∝ |Φ|2.
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7. Future Directions

We have shown that in three spacetime dimensions Extended Bargmann Grav-

ity (EBG), a non-relativistic gravity theory that is based upon a Galilei algebra

with two central extensions, can be obtained as a non-relativistic limit of a suit-

able generalization of the Einstein-Hilbert action. This EBG model has different

matter couplings than NC gravity and allows, unlike NC gravity, background so-

lutions with curved space.f Interestingly, a supergravity version of EBG can be

constructed, as was shown in24. This new Extended Bargmann Supergravity opens

up the possibility of obtaining exact non-perturbative quantities of non-relativistic

supersymmetric field theories. Indeed, using the techniques of 20 one can use these

results to construct supersymmetric quantum field theories in a non-trivial curved

background. Following21,22 one can then apply localization techniques to extract

exact results out of such theories. The first step in this program for the case of NC

gravity has already been taken in23.
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